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Preface and Content

VDE Publishing House –
competence in technical books!
Dear Colleagues,
It is my pleasure to present to you the International Rights Catalog 2021 of VDE VERLAG, the leading publishing
house for technical books and dictionaries. We have compiled relevant titles of both catalogs, Spring and Autumn
into a years catalog for the international readers. It offers a wide range on specialist books with international appeal
on the subjects: Electrical Installation, Standards and Safety, Automation Engineering, General Electrotechnology,
Organization/Law/Management, Network Technology/Network Operation, Engineering History, Building Law Practice
and Construction Management, Building Technology/Building Services and Facility Management, Energy Efficient
Construction, Energy Systems Engineering, Construction Engineering, Air Conditioning and Ventilation Engineering,
Refrigeration Engineering, Geoinformation, Geodesy and Photogrammetry.
Highlights in this year are:
XXVDE 0100 and practice

XXThe architect as construction manager

XXMaster examination electrical engineering

XXSolar power from the building envelope

XXSafety lighting guide

XXAir conditioning of buildings

XXElectrical installations and charging infrastructure

XXMechatronics for refrigeration

of electromobility

XXGeomarketing in practice

XXTesting of electrical installations and equipment

XXSurveying for Civil Engineering with

XXArtificial intelligence in production and mechanical

Fundamentals of Building Information Modeling
(BIM) and Statistics
XXGuide for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing

engineering
XXSite management in technical building equipment

Our book program addresses to End Users in practice, Students and Professionals.
For further information please visit: www.vde-verlag.de/foreign-rights
We control world rights on all new and backlist titles and I would be happy to provide you
with reading samples.
I wish you an enjoyable browse through our catalog 2021!
Maria Pinto-Peuckman
Literary Agent for VDE Verlag
World Copyright Promotion
E-Mail: maria@pinto-peuckmann.de
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Electrical Installation
Kiefer, Gerhard/Schmolke, Herbert/Callondann, Karsten

VDE 0100 and the practice
Guide for beginners and professionals
XX
The

“Kiefer” - guide for all questions concerning the planning and installation of electrical low-voltage systems!
standard contents updated
XX
Practical examples facilitate understanding of the theoretical principles and the requirements of the standards
XX
A must for every electrician
XX
All

Target audience	Electrical engineers, appraisers, craftsmen, university professors, engineers,
master students, students
Fields of expertise	Electrical installation, electrical planning

Prof. Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Gerhard Kiefer (†) was an active member of
numerous boards and committees of the DKE and a lecturer at the
Karlsruhe University of Applied Sciences, Department of Power Engineering. He was the author of numerous publications and papers.
As an electrical engineer at VdS Schadenverhütung, Dipl.-Ing.
Herbert Schmolke was responsible for the recognition of experts in
electrical engineering and thermography as well as for consulting
in questions of property and fire protection in electrical systems. He
was a member of numerous DKE committees as well as internal
insurance committees for the development of VdS guidelines.
Dipl.-Ing. Karsten Callondann is an electrical engineer and as successor to Herbert Schmolke he is entrusted with the same tasks at
VdS Schadenverhütung. Before joining VdS Schadenverhütung, he
worked for many years in loss prevention at the German Insurance
Association (GDV).
The guide for all questions concerning the planning, installation
and testing of electrical low-voltage systems now offers you updated
standard contents again. The practical examples facilitate the
understanding of the theoretical principles and the requirements
of the standards. An indispensable companion for all everyday and
special questions concerning DIN VDE 0100!
17th, newly revised edition 2020. 1.059 pages
€ 45.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5281-2
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

The electrical installation in
accordance with the regulations
Residential · Commercial · Industrial
ISBN 978-3-8007-4709-2

The future-proof electrical
installation
A guide to the compliant installation
of PV systems, stationary storage and
charging infrastructures
ISBN 978-3-8007-4800-6

Planning of electrical installations
Calculations, formulas and tables
according to HOAI
ISBN 978-3-8007-4254-7
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Electrical Installation
Kasikci, Ismail/Markgraf, Udo

Allowed? Prohibited?
Electrical installation in questions and answers
Explanations of important regulations from DIN VDE, DIN, TAB, AR, NAV,
BetrSichV, GBN and others
XX
Practical

preparation for examinations in question and answer format on electrical engineering standards
of the content on the basis of the valid set of standards
XX
Suitable for trainees, journeymen and future master craftsmen in the electrical professions as well as for practitioners
to refresh their knowledge
XX
Updating

Target audience	Apprentices, journeymen, master students, practitioners
Fields of expertise	Electrical engineering, standardization

Professor Dr.-Ing. Ismail Kasikci teaches electrical engineering,
electrical networks, electrical building equipment and regenerative
energy systems at Biberach University of Applied Sciences. He has
many years of practical experience in the planning and design of
low-voltage systems and is also a member of Committee 221 of the
DKE and of DIN standardization projects. He is now responsible for
the conscientious editing of this standard work founded by Hermann
Fr. Wend and continued over many editions by Udo Markgraf.
The specialist knowledge of the electronics or electrical engineer in
questions and answers for exam preparation and for practice! This
book helps both the trainee, journeyman or future master in the preparation for the exam and the installer working in practice to better
navigate the extensive body of regulations. In the 18th edition of
this proven book, many new questions have again been included, such
as those relating to the regulations, BGV and DGUV regulations, fire
protection, lighting technology and safety lighting, and much more.
19th, newly revised edition 2021. Approx. 390 pages
approx. € 39.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5368-0
To be published in September 2021

Recommendations on the subject

ABC of electrical installation
ISBN 978-3-8022-1055-6
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The specialist construction
manager electrical engineering
ISBN 978-3-8007-4470-1

Electrical installations in
structures of special type and use
A guide to the safety power supply
ISBN 978-3-8007-4649-1

Electrical Installation
Franke, Michael

Master examination
electrical engineering
Tasks with solutions
XX
Preparation

for the master craftsman's examination in the electrical engineering trade, area of technical calculation
50 exercises and solutions
XX
Tasks with different degree of difficulty also to main topics
XX
With solutions for independent learning objective control
XX
Contains

Target audience	Journeymen, master students
Fields of expertise	Electrical engineering, standardization

Dipl.-Ing. Michael Franke compiles with this book after 20 years of
activity as a lecturer in the master training of electrical engineers the
most interesting and instructive examination tasks.
This examination book enables targeted and efficient preparation
for the master craftsman’s examination in the electrical engineering
trade. The author has over 20 years of experience as a lecturer in
master craftsman training and has compiled the 50 most relevant
questions from the exam practice in the field of technical calculation
in this compact work. The corresponding solutions are commented
in each case, so that in addition to checking one's own level of
knowledge, a deeper understanding of the respective subject area
is also achieved.
2021. Approx. 150 pages
approx. € 24.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5376-5
To be published in September 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Exam questions with answers to choose
from for the electrical technician trade
ISBN 978-3-8007-4751-1

Exam preparation electronics
and information technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-4406-0

Electrical engineering + electronics
The table book for training
and profession
ISBN 978-3-8007-3483-2
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Electrical Installation
Matheis, Wolfgang

Safety lighting guide
Electrical installations in structures of special type and use
XX
Guide

for professional and applied electrical installation of safety lighting systems in buildings
solution of the tasks and problems of electrical installations for safety lighting
XX
Taking into account the current regulations and standards
XX
Best suited for conceptual and systematic planning
XX
Systematic

Target audience	Architects, trainees, electricians, engineers, foremen, planners
Fields of expertise	Electrical installation, electrical planning, safety lighting, safety engineering

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Wolfgang Matheis has a total of 30 years of professional experience in the planning of electrical systems in buildings in
the public and private sectors and is active as a project manager in
medium and large construction projects.
This guide covers the professional and applied electrical installation
for safety lighting systems in buildings using the current regulations
and standards. It facilitates the reader's daily work by suggesting
practical solutions for frequently occurring tasks and problems and
supports the systematic planning of safety lighting in buildings.
2021. 207 pages
€ 28.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5484-7
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Lighting technology for
practitioners
Basics, lamps, luminaires, planning,
measurement
ISBN 978-3-8007-4855-6
6

LED Lighting Technology
Basic knowledge for planning,
selection and installation
ISBN 978-3-8007-4451-0

Technical manual street and
outdoor lighting
ISBN 978-3-8022-1155-3

Electrical Installation
Klinger, Jürgen

Charging infrastructure for
electromobility in the private and
semi-public sector
Selection – Planning – Installation
XX
Support

with advice and selection of the right charging point or charging station
Information on charging stations that comply with calibration regulations
XX
Incorporation of all new rules and regulations
XX
Presentation of the components of a charging station with instructions for professional installation
XX
New:

Target audience	Electrical engineers, appraisers, craftsmen, university professors, engineers, master students, students
Fields of expertise	Electrical installation, electromobility, electrical planning

Jürgen Klinger is a master electrician and technical book author.
He was responsible for planning and training at a northern German
electrical wholesaler. Previously, he worked as a specialist teacher
in the area of master craftsman training and was employed as an
electrical training engineer in a large company.
The assistance for the consultation, the selection of the right charging
point or station and the installation of the components.
2nd, revised and expanded edition 2021. 186 pages
€ 34.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5267-6
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 138
Photovoltaic systems
ISBN 978-3-8007-3377-4

Smart Grids
Fundamentals and technologies of
the electrical networks of the future
ISBN 978-3-8007-4748-1

Protection and selectivity
in low voltage installations
ISBN 978-3-8007-3670-6
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Standards and Safety
Cichowski, Rolf Rüdiger
VDE Publication Series – Volume 175

Electric installation and charging
infrastructure of electromobility
Erection of low-voltage systems in the age of e-mobility, taking into
account DIN VDE 0100-722, DIN IEC 60364-8-2 (VDE 0100- 802),
DIN EN IEC 61851-1 (VDE 0122-1), DIN EN 61439-7 (VDE 0660-600-7), [...]
XX
Description

of the protective measures and normative specifications that must be observed in the electrical distribution
network and in the charging station as part of a charging infrastructure
XX
Focus of consideration: charging infrastructure in the electrical distribution network
XX
Separate chapters for optimal planning of the electrical installation
XX
Basics of electromobility and electrical protection technology
Target audience	Electricians, electrical engineers, master electricians
Fields of expertise Electromobility

In addition to his professional practice, Dipl.-Ing. Dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing.
Rolf Rüdiger Cichowski, MBA also has many years of practical experience in standardization and participated in various DKE standards
committees as a delegate of network operators and medium-sized
companies. He has been an active author for VDE VERLAG for more
than 30 years.
You will receive a description of the protective measures and normative specifications that must be observed in the electrical distribution
network and in the charging station as part of a charging infrastructure. The focus is on the charging infrastructure in the electrical
distribution network and on the optimal planning of the electrical
installation.
2021. 375 pages
€ 36.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5489-2
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 150
Electrical installations in
campsites and caravans
ISBN 978-3-8007-5231-7
8

Electrical Power Engineering
Basics · Tables
ISBN 978-3-8007-3443-6

Exercises in electrical
power engineering
Exercises with solutions
ISBN 978-3-8007-4260-8

		

Standards and Safety

Hofheinz, Wolfgang/Haub, Dennis/Zeyen, Michael
VDE Publication Series – Volume 174

Electrical safety in electromobility
Basics, application and mode of operation of measures for protection
against electric shock in electromobility DIN VDE 0100-100,
DIN VDE 0100-410, DIN VDE 0100-530, DIN VDE 0100-722, [...]
XX
Description

of the protective measures and normative specifications to be observed in the e-vehicle, in the charging
station as well as in the charging network for the different charging modes.
XX
Focus on protection against electric shock
XX
Separate chapters on the influence of DC residual currents on residual current protective devices, RCD compatibility
in the charging infrastructure, as well as protective measures and safeguards
Target audience	Electrical engineers, master electricians, electronic technicians
Fields of expertise	Electromobility, standardization

Dipl.-Ing. Wolfgang Hofheinz was managing director of the Bender
company in Grünberg/Hesse until his retirement. He is active in
numerous national and international standards committees and was
chairman of the DKE.
M. Eng. Dennis Haub is responsible for standardization in the field
of electromobility within the Bender Group.
Dipl.-Ing. Michael Zeyen is founder of vancom GmbH & Co. KG and
supports vehicle manufacturers and system suppliers in the technical
implementation of their e-mobility strategy. He is a member of
the board of ZVEI, chairman of DKE GAK 353.0.2 “DC Charging of
Electric Vehicles” and convenor of CENELEC CLC/TC 69X/WG 02 “DC
Charging”.
The technical book describes protective measures and normative
specifications that must be observed in the electric vehicle, in
the charging station and in the charging network for the various
charging modes. The basics of electromobility and electrical
protection technology are also covered. New in the 2nd edition
are chapters on the influence of DC residual currents on residual
current protective devices, RCD compatibility in the charging
infrastructure, and protective measures and precautions.
2nd, newly revised and expanded edition 2020. 145 pages
€ 29.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5284-3
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

E-Mobility
Electrical vehicle systems
ISBN 978-3-8007-3596-9

VDE Publication Series – Volume 173
Fire safety evaluation and testing
of electrical equipment
ISBN 978-3-8007-4736-8

VDE Publication Series – Volume 172
Grandfathering or
mandatory retrofitting?
ISBN 978-3-8007-4920-1
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Standards and Safety
Wilrich, Thomas
VDE Publication Series – Volume 177

Occupational health and safety
responsibility for safety officers
Appointment, legal status, duties and liability as shop stewards and employees
XX
Legal

handbook for responsible electricians as safety officers, taking into account the issues in the field of electrical engineering
liability risks as well as roles and responsibilities of a safety officer
XX
Including an overview of 15 safety officers from various legal areas
XX
Responsibility,

Target audience	Qualified persons, plant managers, electrotechnically instructed persons, managing directors,
lawyers, executives, experts, safety engineers, safety coordinators, technical managers,
responsible electricians
Fields of expertise Occupational safety and health law, standardization

Prof. Dr. Thomas Wilrich is a specialist in administrative law and
works in the fields of labor law/occupational health and safety/
operational safety as well as product safety and product liability
law/technical law, among others.
In many companies, the responsible electrician is traditionally also
appointed as the safety officer. The book is devoted to the topics of
responsibility, liability risks and the roles and responsibilities. In a
separate chapter, there is a concise overview of 15 safety representatives from various legal areas, which, however, have nothing to
do with the safety representatives according to § 22 SGB VII and § 20
DGUV regulation 1.
2021. 368 pages
€ 34.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5405-2
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 135
Plant operator electrical
engineering and responsible
electrician
ISBN 978-3-8007-4162-5
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VDE Publication Series – Volume 121
Industrial Safety Ordinance –
the duty of the responsible
electrician
ISBN 978-3-8007-3919-6

VDE Publication Series – Volume 166
Practical guide to the Ordinance
on Industrial Safety and Health
ISBN 978-3-8007-5234-8

Standards and Safety
Rudnik, Siegfried
VDE Publication Series – Volume 163

Testing of electrical installations
and equipment
Description of the individual tests with background information
and checklists [...]
XX
Support

in the application of the standard DIN VDE 0100-600
into account DIN VDE 0105-100/A1 for recurring tests and DIN EN 60204-1 (VDE 0113-1) for electrical equipment of
machines and machine systems
XX
Explanation of the commercially available measuring equipment and measuring setups
XX
Taking

Target audience	Electrical specialists, electrical installers, master electricians, electrical engineers,
specialist planners for energy technology, specialist planners for building technology
Fields of expertise Electrical installation, electrical planning, standardization

Dipl.-Ing. Siegfried Rudnik has many years of practical experience in
standardization and has been actively involved as a recognized expert in numerous national and international standards committees.
Siegfried Rudnik is the author of numerous technical books.
Tests of all possible designs of electrical systems and equipment of
machines and machine systems are described. The book contains
practical interpretation aids and extensive information on how individual protective measures function and how they are to be tested.
The explanations refer to DIN VDE 0100-600 for electrical installations,
to DIN EN 60204-1 (VDE 0113-1) for electrical equipment of
machines and machine installations and to DIN VDE 0105-100/A1 for
periodic tests.
2021. 505 pages
€ 36.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5264-5
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 63
Initial testing of
electrical equipment
ISBN 978-3-8007-5261-4

VDE Publication Series – Volume 43
VDE testing in accordance with the
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and
Health, Technical Rules for Industrial
Safety and Health and German Social
Accident Insurance – Regulation 3
ISBN 978-3-8007-4812-9

VDE Publication Series – Volume 43
Testing of electrical devices
in operational practice
ISBN 978-3-8007-3615-7
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Standards and Safety
Cichowski, Rolf Rüdiger
VDE Publication Series – Volume 59

Parameters for the electrician
Standards overviews, tables and tips
XX
Legal

certainty for the electrician: detailed source references with issue date allow the “original”,
i.e. the relevant DIN VDE standard, to be consulted without effort
XX
Practical selection of topics
XX
Find suitable electrical parameters without time-consuming research
XX
Overview of the requirements from the DIN VDE standards with tables, pictures and diagrams
XX
Taking into account the series of standards DIN 18015 “Electrical installations in buildings”
and RAL-RG 678 “Electrical installations in residential buildings”
Target audience	Trainees, electricians, master electricians, engineers, fitters, technicians
Fields of expertise	Electrical installation, electrical planning, standardization

In addition to his professional experience, Dipl.-Ing. Dipl.-Wirtsch.Ing. Rolf Rüdiger Cichowski, MBA has many years of practical
experience in standardization and has participated as a delegate
of network operators and medium-sized companies in various DKE
standards committees and has been active as an author for VDE
VERLAG for over 30 years.
With this reference book, the electrician can quickly and easily find
the necessary, currently valid DIN VDE standards and specifications
for specific applications in electrical systems. With numerous examples
and explanations!
4th, newly revised and expanded edition 2020. 336 pages
€ 32.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5323-9
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 52
Encyclopedia of
electrical installation
ISBN 978-3-8007-5163-1
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VDE Publication Series – Volume 101
Parameters for
automation technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-4724-5

VDE Publication Series – Volume 169
Erection of low-voltage systems
according to DIN VDE 0100-801
ISBN 978-3-8007-5067-2

Standards and Safety
Schmolke, Herbert/Callondann, Karsten
VDE Publication Series – Volume 45

Electrical installation
in residential buildings
Manual for electrical installation practice
XX
Practical

help for the planning and installation of safe electrical installations in residential buildings
that comply with standards
XX
Commentary on the relevant directives, standards and regulations
XX
Examples, illustrations and tables clearly explain important requirements
Target audience	Trainees, installers of electrical systems, engineers, foremen,
planners of electrical systems, technicians
Fields of expertise	Electrical installation, electrical planning, standardization

As an electrical engineer at VdS Schadenverhütung, Dipl.-Ing. Herbert
Schmolke was responsible for the recognition of experts in electrical
engineering and thermography as well as for consulting in questions
of property and fire protection in electrical systems. He was a
member of numerous DKE committees as well as internal insurance
committees for the development of VdS guidelines.
Dipl.-Ing. Karsten Callondann is an electrical engineer, and as
successor to Herbert Schmolke, he is entrusted with the same abovementioned tasks at VdS Schadenverhütung. Previously, he worked for
many years in loss prevention at the German Insurance Association
(GDV).
All relevant directives, standards and regulations on the subject of
“Electrical installation in residential buildings” are explained in this
book. The aim is not to provide a pure commentary, but rather to
offer all the necessary information quickly accessible and clearly presented. The well-known standard work has been completely revised
and takes into account the changes in the underlying standards,
especially in the series DIN VDE 0100, VDE 0855 as well as DIN 18012,
DIN 18014, DIN 18015-1 to -5. Concrete cases from practice with the
corresponding solution suggestions are described in a well understandable way.
10th, newly revised and expanded edition 2021. 704 pages
€ 37.00

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 148
Project planning aid for
electrical installations in buildings
ISBN 978-3-8007-4691-0

ISBN 978-3-8007-5478-6
Already published

VDE Publication Series – Volume 142
Construction site primer of
electrical installation
ISBN 978-3-8007-4926-3

VDE Publication Series – Volume 168
The common thread through
group 700 of DIN VDE 0100
ISBN 978-3-8007-4923-2
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Standards and Safety
Jackisch, Joachim
VDE Publication Series – Volume 131

Erection of low-voltage installations
according to the building code
Interrelationships presented for electrical specialists, taking into
account and comparing the Model Building Code (MBO) [...]
XX
Introduction

to the substantive building code law in the form of a practical comparison
of the model building code using the example of the Bavarian building code
XX
Guide through all state building codes starting from the Bavarian building code
XX
With answers to practical questions from electricians on the building code
Target audience	Trainers, trainees, building owners, electrical specialists, technical planners, teachers, students
Fields of expertise	Electrical installation, electrical planning, standardization

Construction Director Dipl.-Ing. Joachim Jackisch has been working
for the State Construction Administration of the Free State of Bavaria for 25 years as a government construction engineer specializing
in mechanical/electrical engineering.
In the form of a practical comparison of the model building code
(using the example of the Bavarian building code), the book offers
assistance in getting started with the substantive building code law.
It is not necessary for the reader to be active in Bavaria. Rather, the
book is intended as a guide through all state building codes. All
electrical specialists and planners who are involved in the planning
and construction of electrical systems will find this work a useful
guide.
3rd, revised and expanded edition 2021. 422 pages
€ 32.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5438-0
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 132
Regulations in the building
code for electrical engineering
ISBN 978-3-8007-3666-9
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VDE Publication Series – Volume 133
The Civil Code Contract for
Work in Electrical Engineering
ISBN 978-3-8007-4845-7

VDE Publication Series – Volume 141
Bathroom Primer Electrical
installations for rooms with
bath or shower
ISBN 978-3-8007-3435-1

Standards and Safety
Schröder, Bernd
VDE Publication Series – Volume 100

Where does DIN VDE 0100 say what?
Erection of low voltage installations
XX
Approximately

12 000 alphabetically arranged, more precisely specified keywords from
the DIN VDE 0100 series of standards “Erection of low-voltage installations”
XX
Taking into account the VDE application rules VDE-AR-E 2100-... and DKE announcements
XX
Legal certainty: Contractors and experts will find the text passage that reproduces
the regulation they are looking for “in black and white”
XX
Ideal companion in practice and in examination situations
Target audience	Skilled workers, foremen, master craftsmen, planners, project engineers, technicians
Fields of expertise	Electrical installation, electrical planning, standardization

For more than three decades, Dipl.-Ing. Bernd Schröder was in
charge of the DKE Committee K 221, responsible for the DIN VDE
0100 series of standards, as a consultant at the DKE German Commission for Electrical, Electronic & Information Technologies in DIN
and VDE.
The DIN VDE 0100 series of standards – applicable to the planning,
selection and installation of electrical systems up to 1 000 V AC/
1 500 V DC – is divided into several parts and there are more than 60
individual documents (standards, supplementary sheets, preliminary
standards, VDE application rules and DKE announcements) to be
observed. The search for a specific passage in the regulations can
take a lot of time. The VDE Publication Series 100 contains around
12 000 alphabetically arranged, more closely specified keywords
relating to the series of standards. Thus, the book supports the
electrician in the targeted search for text passages relevant to
DIN VDE 0100 and is an ideal companion for daily practice and in
examination situations!
5th, completely revised and expanded edition 2020. 633 pages
€ 32.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5278-2
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 105
DIN VDE 0100
ISBN 978-3-8007-4497-8

VDE Publication Series – Volume 106
DIN VDE 0100 correctly applied
ISBN 978-3-8007-4194-6

VDE Publication Series – Volume 144
The pilot through DIN VDE 0100
ISBN 978-3-8007-4373-5
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Standards and Safety
Kreienberg, Michael
VDE Publication Series – Volume 1

Where is what in
the VDE regulations? 2021
Index to all DIN VDE standards and VDE application rules, taking into
account DIN EN and DIN IEC standards with VDE classification as well as
the books of the VDE Publication Series “Standards Understandable”
XX
Up-to-date

keyword index for VDE regulations applicable to the most important electrotechnical devices,
machines, systems and associated terms
XX
Orientation guide about the groups 0 to 8 of the VDE regulations
XX
Taking into account the VDE application rules and VDE publication series “Standards Understandable”
Target audience	Electrical engineers, engineers, standards users
Fields of expertise	Electrical engineering, standardization

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Michael Kreienberg (VDE) is responsible for the
VDE Publication Series “Standards Understandable” in the editorial
office of VDE VERLAG and also represents the subject areas of
general electrical engineering and electrical power engineering.
With this index, readers can quickly and easily find the relevant
VDE regulations for the most important electrotechnical devices,
machines and systems. With this well-known standard work, anyone
interested can gain a clear insight into the extensive body of
VDE regulations.
2021. 646 pages
€ 30.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5462-5
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 13
Operation of
electrical equipment
ISBN 978-3-8007-4322-3
16

VDE Publication Series – Volume 85
Loss prevention in
electrical installations
ISBN 978-3-8007-3007-0

VDE Publication Series – Volume 107
How does
standardization work?
ISBN 978-3-8007-3006-3

Standards and Safety
Hofheinz, Wolfgang
VDE Publication Series – Volume 114

Protection technology
with insulation monitoring
Basics, applications and modes of operation of unearthed IT systems in
industry, on ships, in rail vehicles and in mining [...]
XX
Description

of the protection technology with insulation monitoring
of application examples, e.g. on the subject of photovoltaics
XX
Description of the areas of application in industry, on ships, in electrical and rail vehicles and in mining
XX
Description of the measuring methods of insulation monitoring devices as well as the VDE regulations
XX
Extension

Target audience	Electrical specialists, master electricians, electronics engineers, universities,
master schools, planners, project engineers
Fields of expertise	Medical technology, standardization

Dipl.-Ing. Wolfgang Hofheinz was managing director of the Bender
company in Grünberg/Hesse until his retirement. He was active in
numerous national and international standards committees and was
chairman of the DKE from 2011 to 2014.
Due to the increasing use of ungrounded IT power supply systems,
the correct selection of suitable monitoring equipment is of great
importance. The combination of the unearthed IT system with insulation monitoring enables special protection technology. The book
describes this system and its fields of application in industry, ships, rail
vehicles, mining and photovoltaic systems.
5th, newly revised edition 2020. 387 pages
€ 32.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5389-5
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 113
Residual current monitoring
in electrical installations
ISBN 978-3-8007-3647-8

VDE Publication Series – Volume 117
Electrical safety in areas
used for medical purposes
ISBN 978-3-8007-4745-0

VDE Publication Series – Volume 56
Insulation coordination
in low-voltage installations
ISBN 978-3-8007-3447-4
17

Standards and Safety
Rudnik, Siegfried
VDE Publication Series – Volume 151

Control circuits according to
VDE 0100-557 and VDE 0113-1
Explanatory notes on DIN VDE 0100-557:2014-10 for electrical installations
and DIN EN 60204-1 (VDE 0113-1):2019-06 for electrical equipment of
machines [...]
XX
The

only German-language reference book on the basic requirements for auxiliary circuits and control circuits
of the special requirements resulting from DIN VDE 0100-557
XX
New: Completely revised chapters on basic rules, planning and installation of control circuits
XX
Consideration of aspects relating to electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
XX
Explanations

Target audience	Electricians, electronic engineers, planners of electrical installations
Fields of expertise	Electrical power engineering, standardization

Dipl.-Ing. Siegfried Rudnik has many years of practical experience in
standardization and has been actively involved as a recognized
expert in numerous national and international standards committees.
Siegfried Rudnik is the author of numerous technical books.
This series of publications is the only German-language technical book
that deals with the basic requirements for auxiliary circuits – i.e.
control, measurement, regulation and monitoring for main circuits
(power circuits). Their main application is control circuits. The focus
is on the special requirements resulting from the standards
DIN VDE 0100-557 and DIN EN 60204-1 (VDE 0113-1). The book
deals in detail with the basic rules for control circuits as well as their
planning and installation.
2nd, completely revised and expanded edition 2021. 165 pages
€ 29.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5509-7
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 124
Testing of electrical systems
and equipment – Fundamentals
and methods
ISBN 978-3-8007-3458-0
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VDE Publication Series – Volume 120
Organization of testing
of work equipment
ISBN 978-3-8007-3374-3

VDE Publication Series – Volume 55
EMC primer for electricians –
Erection of low-voltage systems in
accordance with DIN VDE 0100-444
ISBN 978-3-8007-5595-0

Standards and Safety
Gehlen, Patrick
VDE Publication Series – Volume 167

Safety of machines
and functional safety
Understand DIN EN ISO 13849-1 with the explanations of DIN EN 62061
(VDE 0113-50), with reference to European directives and risk
assessments, evaluations of numerous safety functions from practice
XX
Functional

safety and machine safety easy to understand
DIN EN ISO 13849-1 on the basis of DIN EN 62061 (VDE 0113-50)
XX
Standards commentary on DIN EN 62061 (VDE 0113-50) with outlook on future standards development
XX
Understanding

Target audience	Engineers, masters, technicians
Fields of expertise	Automation technology, standardization, safety technology

Dipl.-Ing. (TH) Patrick Gehlen is responsible for standardization work
at Siemens AG on the topics of machine safety, functional safety
and protection against electric shock. He is a delegate in national
and international standardization committees.
Functional safety represents an important building block for achieving
fundamental protection goals of the Machinery Directive as soon
as risk-reducing measures are implemented as technical protective
measures. This book describes the normative requirements of
functional safety in the context of the Machinery Directive as well
as the practical handling of functional safety.
2nd, newly revised and expanded edition 2020. 418 pages
€ 36.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5300-0
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

VDE Publication Series – Volume 152
Safety Primer on Machine Safety
ISBN 978-3-8007-4257-8

VDE Publication Series – Volume 154
Emergency stop or emergency off?
ISBN 978-3-8007-5132-7

VDE Publication Series – Volume 26
Electrical equipment of machines
and machinery
ISBN 978-3-8007-4316-2
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Automation Engineering
Börcsök, Josef

Functional safety
Basic Principles of Safety-related Systems
XX
Unique

support for implementing safe electrical, electronic and programmable electronic systems (E/E/PES)
of the standards IEC 61508, IEC 61511, IEC 61513 and IEC 62061
XX
Presentation of measures for risk identification and risk reduction
XX
Explanation of the safety levels (SIL 1 to SIL 4)
XX
Description of the hardware and software components
XX
With application examples from various industries
XX
Observation

Target audience	Engineers
Fields of expertise	Automation, automation technology, safety, safety engineering

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Josef Börcsök is a Professor at Universität Kassel
at Chair of Computer Architecture and Systems Programming in
the Department of Electrical Engineering/Computer Science. He
holds lectures on microprocessors, computer architectures, real time
operating systems, real time processing systems and risk analyses
of computer systems. He cooperates with different national and
international standardization committees.
Unique support and compilation of all relevant facts for the realization of safe electrical, electronic and programmable electronic
systems (E/E/PES).
English edition
2th, revised edition 2021. Approx. 540 pages
approx. € 62.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-3337-8
To be published in November 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Safety for machines and plants
Mechanical units, electronic systems
and safety-related programming
ISBN 978-3-8007-3583-9
20

Safety engineering for
components and systems
ISBN 978-3-8007-3276-0

Plant safety
ISBN 978-3-7785-4007-7

Automation Engineering
Kobes, Pierre

Guideline Industrial Security
IEC 62443 is easy
XX
The

guide to Industrial Security in English
the explanation of the ideas to the presentation of the implementation possibilities
XX
Description of the protection concepts and measures
XX
With an outlook on new challenges in the course of Industry 4.0
XX
From

Target audience	Engineers, students, technicians
Fields of expertise	Automation technology, industrial networks, computer science, safety

Dr. Pierre Kobes is Product and Solution Security Officer at Siemens
AG. He is responsible for standards, regulations and certifications
for the Digital Factory and Process Industries and Drives divisions. He
co-authored the IEC 62443 standard and is active in various standardization committees in Germany and internationally.
In the course of increasing access from outside, the importance of
protection concepts and measures is growing. This clear guide (in
English) on the subject of industrial security summarizes the essential
ideas and shows concrete implementation options. An outlook on
the new challenges arising in the course of Industry 4.0 rounds off
this successful book.
English edition
2nd, completely revised and expanded edition 2021. 164 pages
€ 42.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5305-5
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Application-neutral
communication cable systems
according to EN 50173 and EN 50174
Office, industry, data centers, building
automation and apartments
ISBN 978-3-8007-4517-3

Cables and wires for
moving industrial applications
In the age of Industry 4.0
ISBN 978-3-8007-4379-7

The small 1 × 1 of
structured cabling
ISBN 978-3-7785-4046-6
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Automation Engineering
Kanngießer, Ulrich

Programming with SCL
and the TIA Portal
Successfully using S7-1500, S7-1200 and S7-300
A book for newcomers to IL and AWL
XX
Focus

of the presentation is the S7-1200
of the reasonable use of different devices
XX
Explanation of the networking of these devices
XX
Description

Target audience	Skilled workers, engineers, master craftsmen, pupils, students, technicians
Fields of expertise	Automation technology, electrical trade, electrical engineering, industrial informatics,
mechanical engineering, mechatronics, process engineering

Dipl.-Ing. Ulrich Kanngießer is a freelance technical author and
seminar provider. He has been involved in the world of automation
for over 30 years. He is particularly passionate about “translating”
technically complicated processes and products into a sales and
customer-oriented language. After his apprenticeship and studies,
he worked for various well-known companies in the electrical
industry. He has written numerous technical articles on the subject
and conducted workshops with various control systems at different
manufacturers.
Siemens is the market leader in the field of control systems. The
focus of this new publication is the S7-1200. Other topics include a
description of the sensible use of the devices and explanations of
networking.
2021. 303 pages
€ 32.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-3892-2
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Programming with Structured Text
Create control function blocks
with ST or SCL easily and quickly.
For newcomers to STL and IL
IISBN 978-3-8007-4409-1
22

SCL and OOP with the TIA Portal
A guide to an object-oriented way
of working
ISBN 978-3-8007-4432-9

Control and regulation with easyE4
Programming with ST (structured
text), FBD (function block diagram),
LD (ladder diagram) and EDP (easy
device programming)
ISBN 978-3-8007-4880-8

Automation Engineering
Kahlert, Jörg

Crash course in control engineering
A practical introduction with accompanying software
XX
Presentation

of the fundamentals of all topics of control engineering
of individual aspects with the help of mathematical tools
XX
Clear optical separation between basics and in-depth chapters
XX
New software variant with adapted examples for an easier comprehension of the topics
XX
Deepening

Target audience	Users, developers, students, scientists
Fields of expertise	Electrical engineering, control engineering

Dr.-Ing. Jörg Kahlert heads an engineering office for software
engineering and automation technology. He teaches the subjects
“Control Engineering” and “Automation Engineering” at the
SRH University of Applied Sciences Hamm.
The subject of control engineering is introduced in a compact and
practical manner. All the topics covered in the book are explained
using examples that are easy to follow with the accompanying
software and can be used as a starting point for your own experiments. Jörg Kahlert has succeeded in presenting the material
of control engineering, which is considered to be “dry” and very
abstract, in a relaxed and easily understandable manner.
4th, newly revised and expanded edition 2020. 382 pages. With CD
€ 42.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5307-9
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Control Engineering
Introduction to the methods
and their application
ISBN 978-3-8007-4201-1

Regulation and control
technology in supply engineering
ISBN 978-3-8007-4279-0

Discrete-Time Control
Theory and application of
digital control concepts
ISBN 978-3-8007-5207-2
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Automation Engineering
Aspern, Jens von

PLC Basics
Structure, programming (IEC 61131, S7), OOP,
simulation, internet, security
XX
Comprehensive

introduction to all aspects of programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
design and programming
XX
Discussion of advantages and disadvantages of various automation components
XX
With IEC and S7 coded solutions (in AWL, KOP and FBS languages) to the tasks
XX
Emphasis:

Target audience	Developers, engineers
Fields of expertise	Control technology

Dipl.-Ing. Jens von Aspern works as a freelancer with a focus on
control engineering and the Internet. He has extensive industrial
experience in the areas of decentralized PLC, IPC and building automation. In addition, he is a research assistant at the Department
of Technology at the HFH - Hamburger Fern-Hochschule.
Comprehensive introduction to all aspects of programmable logic
controllers! This book is a modern and comprehensive introduction
to all essential aspects of programmable logic controllers (PLCs)
with a focus on design and programming. It covers the fundamentals
of control technology, architectures of automation, hardware
(IEC 61131-2) and designs (compact PLC, soft PLC, IPC, etc.) as well
as software development according to IEC 61131 and S7, web
technologies in automation and fuzzy control. The advantages and
disadvantages of various automation components are discussed.
3rd, revised and expanded edition 2021. 289 pages. With DVD
€ 36.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5354-3
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Fundamentals of
electrical engineering
ISBN 978-3-8007-4205-9
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Introduction to Laser Technology
Physical and technical basics
for practice
ISBN 978-3-8007-2982-1

Fiber optic transmission
and sensor technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-3266-1

General Electrotechnology
Föllinger, Otto

Laplace-, Fourier- and
z-transformation
XX
Easy-to-understand

presentation of the abstract transformation methods
of the calculation rules on the basis of concrete problems and real conditions
XX
Illustration of the topic on the basis of diagrams, tables and examples
XX
Exercises with detailed solutions to check the knowledge
XX
Derivation

Target audience	Electrical technicians, engineers, practitioners, students
Fields of expertise	Electrical engineering, mathematics

Prof. em. Dr. rer. Nat. Dr.-Ing. E. h. Otto Föllinger held the Chair of
Control Systems at the Electrotechnical Faculty of the University of
Karlsruhe for many years. He was regarded as an outstanding luminary in the field of control engineering and system dynamics and
was awarded, among other things, the VDI Medal of Honor. Prof.
Föllinger passed away in Karlsruhe in 1999. The 11th edition of the
work was edited, like the previous editions, by the long-time close
collaborator at the Institute for Control Systems, the academic
senior councillor Dr. Mathias Kluwe.
This textbook deals with all three methods of transformation and
makes the abstract calculation rules understandable in the process.
In contrast to other books on the subject, this work starts from concrete problems and derives from them the calculation rules needed
to solve these problems. This enables the reader to understand the
methods, which otherwise often remain incomprehensible. 45 exercises with detailed presentation of the solution method enable the
reader to test the knowledge learned.
11th, revised edition 2021. XIV, 425 pages
€ 32.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5371-0
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Basics of digital technology
Modes of operation, methods
and practical applications
ISBN 978-3-8007-4536-4

Digital technology
A clear and modern introduction
ISBN 978-3-8007-3637-9

Mathematics of digital media
precise – understandable –
plausible
ISBN 978-3-8007-4456-5
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Organisation, Management and Law
Niggemann, Oliver/Elmers, Miriam

Artificial intelligence in production
and mechanical engineering
How companies can get on board now.
Backgrounds, application scenarios, expert tips
XX
Decision-making

aid for medium-sized industry when it comes to getting started
with artificial intelligence in their own company
XX
With examples of companies using AI in practice
XX
Explanation of buzzwords such as artificial intelligence, machine learning and digital twins
XX
Interviews with experts and entrepreneurs who talk about their own experiences
with artificial intelligence
Target audience	Decision makers, managing directors, engineers
Fields of expertise	Artificial intelligence

Prof. Dr. Oliver Niggemann teaches computer science in mechanical
engineering at Helmut Schmidt University in Hamburg. His research
focuses on artificial intelligence and machine learning for cyberphysical systems. Previously, he worked in responsible positions at the
Fraunhofer Institute IOSB and in industry.
Miriam Elmers is a journalist and author. She specializes in the comprehensible presentation of complex issues.
The handbook is a practical, generally understandable decisionmaking aid for medium-sized industry when it comes to entering
artificial intelligence in their own company.
2021. Approx. 200 pages
approx. € 34.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5495-3
To be published in September 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Industry 4.0 in an
international context
Core concepts, results, trends
ISBN 978-3-8007-4336-0
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Robotics basics
ISBN 978-3-8007-5070-2

Automating with
Web Technologies
JavaScript and Node.js
ISBN 978-3-8007-4934-8

Organisation, Management and Law
Werner, Georg-Wilhelm

Maintenance using the example of
current-carrying devices and systems
Guide for beginners and professionals
XX
Presentation

of the requirements for a modern professional maintenance system on the way to Maintenance 4.0
of a number of system elements, such as: maintenance-relevant requirements, equipment and unit classes,
damage descriptions with causes and sources of damage, and much more
XX
Also includes maintenance-relevant service department structure
XX
Explanation of the business evaluation and control of maintenance processes
XX
Presentation

Target audience	Trainees, electrical energy suppliers, electrical craftsmen, maintenance personnel, students
Fields of expertise	General electrical engineering, infrastructure systems, maintenance, organization

Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil Georg-Wilhelm Werner has been working as a
freelancer since his retirement and is the author of several technical
books. For many years, he was head of the Chair of Maintenance
and Reliability of Industrial Plants at the TU Otto von Guericke
Magdeburg and founder of the engineering and consulting company
WBI GmbH.
This book shows the requirements for a modern professional maintenance system on the way to Maintenance 4.0. For this purpose, a
number of system elements with extensive metadata are presented,
which are difficult or impossible to find in publications in this
concreteness as part of an overall concept.
2021. Approx. 450 pages
approx. € 54.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5410-6
To be published in November 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Maintenance
An operational challenge
ISBN 978-3-8007-4003-1

VDE Publication Series – Volume 157
The safe and economical
operation of electrical equipment
ISBN 978-3-8007-4475-6

VDE Publication Series – Volume 129
Management of internal risks
ISBN 978-3-8007-3326-2
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Organisation, Management and Law
Bellenberg, Klaus

Calculation in small businesses
XX
Presentation

of costing methods for small and medium-sized enterprises
explanation of business management questions of cost accounting with the help of numerous case studies
XX
Consideration of traditional methods of full costing and overhead costing as well as modern methods
of direct costing and contribution margin accounting
XX
Also suitable for freelancers and master students
XX
Practical

Target audience	Freelancers, small businesses, SMEs, master craftsmen, medium-sized companies, start-ups
Fields of expertise	Calculation, Management

Klaus Bellenberg, after completing his studies at the University of
Cologne, first worked as a management assistant in a medium-sized
textile company. His later main activity includes consulting craft
enterprises in all questions of commercial and business management.
The author was involved in the establishment of an academy as a
lecturer and member of the examination board for business administrators. As an experienced expert on management problems in
medium-sized companies, Klaus Bellenberg has been active as a
seminar leader in Germany and abroad and has published numerous
writings on business management topics.
In small companies, cost accounting is often a weak point. Newer
procedures, which are taken for granted in large companies, are
rarely used. The author looks at business management issues of cost
accounting specifically for small and medium-sized companies using
numerous case studies. Not only the traditional methods of full cost
accounting and overhead costing are explained, but also the modern methods of direct costing and contribution margin accounting,
which are particularly useful in small companies. The book is aimed
at SMEs, freelancers and master students.
5th, revised edition 2021. 123 pages
€ 24.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5364-2
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

The sales engineer
Successful selling –
basics and rules for practice
ISBN 978-3-8007-4367-4
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Presentation Technique for Engineers
In a few steps to a
convincing presentation
ISBN 978-3-8007-3111-4

From engineer to manager
How to master the career leap
ISBN 978-3-7785-4016-9

Network Technology – Network Operation
Schossig, Walter/Schossig, Thomas
Cichowski, Rolf Rüdiger (Ed.)
Plant engineering for electrical distribution networks

Mains protection technology
XX
Practical

advice for grid protection technicians and operators of electrical distribution networks
for selection, commissioning and operational management
XX
Description of the function of line, transformer and plant protection devices
XX
Contains the requirements for the protection of regenerative generators with reference to the VDE application rules
XX
Advice

Target audience	Plant technicians, engineers, network operators
Fields of expertise	Plant engineering, network engineering

Dipl.-Ing. Dipl.-Wirtsch.-Ing. MBA Rolf Rüdiger Cichowski has been
the editor of the technical book series Plant Engineering for 25 years.
He is active as an author and management consultant.
Dipl.-Ing. Walter Schossig (FH) worked as an engineer for relay
protection at Thüringer Energie AG. He worked in the VDEW-AA
“Relay and Protection Technology” and in the DKE-Committee K434
“Measuring Relays and Protection Devices”. He is a member of the
VDE-AK Netzschutz.
Dipl.-Ing. Thomas Schossig studied electrical power engineering at
the Technical University of Ilmenau. He started his professional career
in 1998 at VA TECH SAT, Waltershausen, first as project engineer for
control technology, then as group leader for protection technology.
Since 2006 he has been Product Manager at OMICRON.
The network protection engineer and operator of electrical distribution networks will find practical advice in this volume. In addition to
a description of the function, line, transformer and system protection devices, selective earth fault detection, voltage and detuning
degree control, advice is given on selection, commissioning and
operational management. Special emphasis is placed on generally
applicable setting rules and test recommendations.
7th, revised edition 2021. 325 pages
€ 42.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5393-2
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Power factor correction and
power supply quality
ISBN 978-3-8007-4365-0

Grounding systems
ISBN 978-3-8007-3566-2

Grid connection of
renewable energy plants
ISBN 978-3-8007-4191-5
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Network Technology – Network Operation
Cichowski, Rolf Rüdiger (Ed.)

Plant engineering 2020
for electrical distribution networks
XX
Imparting

knowledge of new techniques and processes in the field of plant engineering for electrical distribution networks
contributions on planning, construction, operation, maintenance, new techniques and processes or procedures
XX
Topics of the 2020 edition: battery storage, energy transition, smart local grid stations, digital electronic construction file,
switchgear technology, secondary technology, switchgear, charging infrastructure, spectral remote sensing and condition
assessment of overhead lines, switching language, strategic maintenance management, broadband powerline, congestion
management, and many more
XX
Current

Target audience	Users, operators, engineers, students, technicians
Fields of expertise	Electrical power engineering, electrical distribution networks, power supply,
network operation, network technology

Rolf Rüdiger Cichowski Rolf Rüdiger Cichowski (born 1945) is a
freelance author. In his professional career, he has worked for 40
years in areas of the electrical and energy industries, for various
network operators and service companies, of which about 20 years
as managing director.
The annual anthology Plant Engineering provides knowledge on
new techniques or processes in the field of plant engineering for
electrical distribution networks. The yearbook contains contributions
from various authors on planning, construction, operation, maintenance, new techniques and processes. Topics of the 2020 edition
include battery storage, energy transition, intelligent local grid
stations, digital electronic construction file, switchgear technology,
secondary technology, switchgear and charging infrastructure.
2021. 256 pages
€ 42.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-4837-2
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Encyclopedia of plant engineering
ISBN 978-3-8007-4485-5
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Onshore wind turbines
ISBN 978-3-8007-4964-5

Distribution-Transformers
ISBN 978-3-8007-4019-2

Engineering History
Primus, Illo-Frank

History and faces
of transformer stations
133 years of transformer stations in Germany
XX
Transformer

station as a cultural asset - 125 years of German history in pictures (and words)
illustrated book about the unique variety of designs in Germany
XX
With overview of all transformer stations registered as monuments in Germany
XX
Impressive

Target audience	Archivists, librarians, engineers, journalists, editors, people interested in technical history,
historians of technology
Fields of expertise	Electrical power engineering, electrical engineering, history of technology

Illo-Frank Primus, born in 1940, studied mechanical engineering
at the Technical University of Berlin and received his doctorate
in engineering from the RWTH Aachen. From 1970, he worked
for 35 years in the engineering, production and development
department of the Betonbau group of companies in Waghäusel, including many years as technical managing director.
Many of his inventions became patents. Illo-Frank Primus is
the author of numerous technical publications and reference
books.
In the foreground of this interesting illustrated book from
the field of technical history is the idea of giving transformer
stations the attention they deserve. The author would like
to draw attention to these secret cultural treasures. Even in
Europe, Germany occupies a special position with its multitude
of differently designed transformer stations. On other
continents there is nothing comparable. This book contains
for the first time a comprehensive list of all transformer
station sites that are currently registered or recorded as monuments by the state monuments offices of all German states.
2nd, revised and expanded edition 2021. Approx. 480 pages
approx. € 69.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5469-4
To be published in October 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Times of electric mobility
Contributions to the history
of the electric car
ISBN 978-3-8007-4430-5

History of electric lighting
ISBN 978-3-8007-4355-1

History of electrical
measurement
Measuring with and from
electricity
ISBN 978-3-8007-3520-4
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Building Law Practice and Construction Management
Reiher, Richard

Site management in TGA
100 checklists and work aids for practice
XX
Practical

compilation of working materials for the diverse tasks of a TGA construction manager
total of 100 checklists and working aids for support in all construction phases
XX
Based on expert knowledge and practical experience from the author's many years of work as a TGA construction manager
XX
A

Target audience	Architects, builders, civil engineers, construction planners, consultants construction,
project managers construction
Fields of expertise	Site management, construction management, building services engineering,
technical building equipment

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Richard Reiher has been the owner of an engineering
office for supply technology for around 20 years, specializing in
HLS plant construction, construction management and expert
opinions. Previously, he worked for many years in industry in the
field of energy supply as a project and department manager.
Site management is a crucial process in the construction of building
projects. However, the knowledge and skills required for this can
only be imparted in part by studies and training - much is based on
practical experience. This book brings together this wealth of professional experience. It contains a total of 100 checklists and working
aids that support the TGA construction manager in maintaining
an overview and preventing any problems in the construction process
from arising in the first place.
2021. 174 pages
€ 38.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5408-3
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

KNX installations –
error prevention during
planning and installation
ISBN 978-3-8007-4349-0
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KNX for building system
technology in residential and
functional buildings
ISBN 978-3-8007-4033-8

Smart Home for ageappropriate living
System solutions in new and
existing buildings
ISBN 978-3-8007-4057-4

Building Law Practice and Construction Management
Micksch, Konrad

The site manager practice
Manual for the implementation of construction projects
XX
Practical

handbook for the planning, execution and control of construction projects
30 additional checklists, samples and flowcharts
XX
Supports project managers of construction projects in their daily work
XX
Expanded content on the topics of BIM, digitization, construction site planning and personnel management
XX
Includes editable sample letters, forms and checklists to download
XX
New:

Target audience	Architects, building authorities, building owners, civil engineers, consultants, lecturers,
engineers, investors, planners, project managers of building projects, project controllers,
inspection bodies, students
Fields of expertise	Architecture, civil engineering, construction management, construction technology,
building services engineering

Dipl.-Ing. Konrad Micksch is a technical book author for construction
and energy. He was the owner of the engineering office bebecon
in Berlin, gave lectures on renewable energies in industry and agriculture and conducted training courses for construction and project
managers. Before that, he worked for many years as a project
coordinator and project manager in the construction of power plants
and substations, in railroad and bridge construction in Germany
and abroad, and most recently as a senior construction manager for
sports and community buildings.
This handbook provides practical support for the planning, execution
and control of construction projects. With its large number of
checklists, tables and sample letters, it is aimed at construction
project managers, architects, planners and civil engineers. In its
concise form, the book helps quickly and concretely with the tasks
of daily work. The extensive appendix, which is available in digital
form as usual, deserves special mention. It includes editable sample
letters, checklists and forms that can be flexibly adapted to individual
requirements.
5th, revised and expanded edition 2021. 339 pages. With download
€ 442.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5328-4
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

The construction
management school
Legal basics with sample letters
ISBN 978-3-8007-5516-5

On-site energy consulting
Step by step to the expert opinion
ISBN 978-3-8007-4556-2

Energy-efficient construction
in existing buildings
Concepts, Methods,
Implementations
ISBN 978-3-8007-3338-5
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Building Law Practice and Construction Management
Auer, Walter R.

The architect as
construction manager
Principles, synergies and best practice examples
XX
Instruction

manual for the object planning of building projects
knowledge from the planning and coordination of the construction project to the preparation of
the contract documents and the supervision of execution
XX
With numerous checklists, templates, contract examples for downloading
XX
Aimed at architects who are new to construction management as a practical working basis, but also as a
reference work for experienced architects
XX
Expert

Target audience	Architects, students
Fields of expertise	Architectural law, architecture, urban planning

Dipl.-Ing. Walter R. Auer has been a freelance architect with his own
company in Düsseldorf since 2010. Previously, he worked for
many years as an employee, partner and managing director at HPP.
This book offers architects who are new to the subject of construction
management an instruction manual for the object planning of
construction projects. It contains expert knowledge on the central
tasks from planning to coordination, the preparation of contract
documents and the supervision of execution. The reader can
draw on numerous tried-and-tested checklists, contract examples
and templates, which are also available for digital download.
2021. Approx. 690 pages. With Download
approx. € 74.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5441-0
To be published in September 2021

Recommendations on the subject

The architect as a generalist
The manual for project management
ISBN 978-3-8007-5007-8
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Building together
Building groups · building communities ·
ways and experiences
ISBN 978-3-8007-3609-6

Technology of building materials
Handbook for study and practice
ISBN 978-3-8007-3281-4

Building Technology, Building Services and Facility Management
Plesser, Stefan

Quality management
in building services engineering
Technical monitoring and commissioning management
XX
Detailed

description of the implementation of a technical monitoring (TMon) as an instrument of quality assurance
of the performance profiles of TMon and commissioning management (IBM)
XX
Application of TMon and IBM in both new and existing buildings
XX
Practical explanation of the tasks from stocktaking to trial operation and continuous monitoring
XX
Including profitability considerations and outlook into the future of digital quality management
XX
Presentation

Target audience	Contractors, BIM Managers, Professional Planners, Facility Managers,
Institutional Builders, Students
Fields of expertise	Facility management, building automation, building services engineering,
commissioning management, quality management, technical monitoring

Dr.-Ing. Stefan Plesser is head of the Steinbeis Innovation Center SIZ
energieplus at the Technical University of Braunschweig and
founder and managing director of the software company synavision
GmbH, Bielefeld, and the engineering firm energydesign braunschweig GmbH.
In this new publication, the author describes in detail the approach
and methods of technical monitoring (TMon) and commissioning
management. These instruments of quality assurance are becoming
more and more important, because still too often the performance
of building and plant technology does not reach the predicted energy
efficiency or the targeted reduction of CO2 emissions. The author
explains the tasks of the TMon from inventory to trial operation to
continuous monitoring. An overview of the technical regulations,
economic considerations and an outlook into the future round off
the explanations.
2020. 195 pages
€ 46.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5013-9
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Heat transfer in
building systems engineering
Fundamentals and application
ISBN 978-3-8007-4124-3

Fluid mechanics in
building systems engineering
Heating · Ventilation · Water · Cooling
ISBN 978-3-8007-3930-1

Building biology
Ventilation Water Heating Electricity
ISBN 978-3-8007-3494-8
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Energy Efficient Construction
Schwarzburger, Heiko/Ullrich, Sven

Solar power from
the building envelope
Basics and practical tips for building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV)
XX
Everything

you need to know about building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV)
taking into account the EU Building Directive, which will come into force in 2021
XX
For all those who want to use roofs and facades for solar power in new buildings or in the renovation
of existing buildings
XX
With detailed images of realized example projects
XX
Explanations

Target audience	Architects, building planners, electrical installers, facility managers,
solar engineers, TGA planners
Fields of expertise	Architecture, photovoltaics

Dipl.-Ing. Heiko Schwarzburger MA is a mechanical engineer and
publicist. He has been writing about energy and technology as
an editor and publisher for 15 years. He is also editor-in-chief of the
trade magazine “photovoltaik”.
Dipl.-Pol. Sven Ullrich is a trade journalist and reports for the magazines “Erneuerbare Energien”, “photovoltaik” and the architecture
portal “Solar Age”, primarily on current technological and economic
developments in the solar industry.
From 2021, the EU Building Directive will require new buildings to
have a largely balanced energy footprint – as a result, there is
growing interest in using roofs and facades to generate solar power.
This book provides all the relevant information on buildingintegrated or building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV). Readers will
learn how to meet primary energy saving requirements and reduce
operating costs with little effort in new buildings, but also in the
renovation of existing buildings.
2021. 189 pages
approx. € 56.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5309-3
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Legal certainty in the planning
and installation of PV systems
Status:
Construction Contract Law 2018
ISBN 978-3-8007-4352-0
36

Trouble-free operation of
PV plants and storage systems
Monitoring · Optimization ·
Error detection
ISBN 978-3-8007-4126-7

Energy-efficient solutions
in residential construction
Handbook for analysis, planning
and project development
ISBN 978-3-8007-3932-5

		

Energy Systems Engineering

Seifert, Hans-Jürgen

Efficient operation
of heat pump systems
Avoid planning errors – analyze problems – optimize work figures
XX
Principles

of error-free planning and installation as well as trouble-free operation of heat pumps
choosing the right type of heat pump to typical errors in planning and execution to
troubleshooting existing systems
XX
With many practical tips
XX
Includes checklists for targeted troubleshooting, assessment of the refrigeration circuit, maintenance, and much more
XX
New: Topic of high-temperature heat pumps as well as effects of the revised VDI guideline 4640-2
and the new DIN/TS 12831-1
XX
From

Target audience	Plant operators, specialist planners, manufacturers, installers, service technicians
Fields of expertise	Energy Systems Engineering

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Hans-Jürgen Seifert is the owner of an engineering
office for heat pump systems and rational energy use. As a certified
expert, he provides private and court expert opinions on heat pump
heating systems.
With this book, Hans-Jürgen Seifert - himself a heat pump expert
with years of professional experience - shows how to avoid mistakes
in the planning and installation of heat pumps and how to identify
unused potential. From choosing the right type of heat pump, typical
weak points in planning and execution, professional programming
of heat pump controllers to troubleshooting existing systems, the
book covers all relevant topics. Many tips from the author's practical
experience supplement the explanations. Tried-and-tested checklists
provide the specialist with a good tool for checking and optimizing
existing systems for efficient operation.
2nd, revised and expanded edition 2020. 232 pages
€ 40.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5237-9
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Heat pumps in
heating technology
Practical handbook for
installers and planners
ISBN 978-3-7880-7845-4

Use of geothermal energy
Supply engineering planning
and calculation
ISBN 978-3-8007-3518-1

Energy in
residential buildings
Electricity · heat · e-mobility
ISBN 978-3-8007-4325-4
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Construction Engineering
Pregizer, Dieter

Mold growth in buildings
Structural measures for prevention, elimination and repair
XX
Description

of the causes of mold infestation in buildings with reference to biological
and building physics principles
XX
Description of the types of mold formations, their living conditions and the effects on health
XX
Numerous illustrative examples from practice
XX
Description of measures for the mold prevention in the apron as well as mold reorganization
in the existence
XX
Tips for correct heating and ventilation
Target audience	Architects, building biologists, building owners, building engineers,
building technicians, property developers, home and apartment owners,
tenants, planners, environmental physicians
Fields of expertise	Architecture, building biology, civil engineering

Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Dieter Pregizer has been working as an expert for
building physics and damage to buildings with his own engineering
office since 1994. In 1996, he was publicly appointed and sworn
in by the Stuttgart Region Chamber of Industry and Commerce as an
expert for heat and moisture protection.
This book looks at the causes of mold infestation in buildings and
addresses the factors promoting its development as well as the
possible consequences for health. The individual causes are described
using practical examples, illustrated by photos, and conclusions for
practical application are pointed out. In addition to the procedures
for mold remediation in existing buildings, the book also deals
with steps that can be taken in advance of construction measures
to prevent mold. Tips on proper heating and ventilation make this
book a truly useful guide.
5th, revised and expanded edition 2021. 247 pages
€ 42.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5333-8
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Ecological building
material lexicon
Building products · Chemicals ·
Pollutants · Ecology · Interior
ISBN 978-3-8007-3232-6
38

Thermal insulation
of buildings
Contemporary and versatile
ISBN 978-3-8007-3570-9

Ecological renovation
of old buildings
Healthy and sustainable
building and renovation
ISBN 978-3-8007-5047-4

Air Conditioning and Ventilation Engineering
Schädlich, Sylvia

Air conditioning of buildings
Practice Manual
XX
Overview

of the entire building air conditioning system
basic features of the technologies used are conveyed
XX
Important interrelationships are shown
XX
With numerous practical examples, tasks with solutions and tips
XX
The

Target audience	Trainees, skilled workers, engineers, master craftsmen, students, technicians
Fields of expertise	Air conditioning technology, ventilation technology, technical building equipment

Prof. Dr. Sylvia Schädlich teaches thermodynamics and energy
efficiency at the Institute of Energy Systems and Energy Economics
at the Ruhr West University of Applied Sciences. She is editor
and author of numerous renowned publications and participated in
the development of relevant standards and regulations.
Starting from the overall system of building air conditioning, various
system concepts are explained as well as the components used and
their control interaction. The topics of commissioning, maintenance
and repair as well as energy management and the use of renewable
energies are also explained in a comprehensible manner.
A special focus is on the interface between people and technology:
Why do people in the room repeatedly complain in practice and
how can this be taken into account and avoided as far as possible
during the planning, commissioning and operation of the systems?
All topics are explained with the help of practical examples, simple
tasks derived from them with solutions and tips from practice.
2022. Approx. 150 pages
approx. € 38.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5155-6
To be published in September 2022

Recommendations on the subject

Residential ventilation
in existing buildings
Highly efficient and cost-effective
solutions for the modernization
of old buildings
ISBN 978-3-8007-4433-6

Ventilation of
commercial kitchens:
Basics, calculations
ISBN 978-3-8007-4209-7

Ventilation of
commercial kitchens:
Components, equipment
ISBN 978-3-8007-4757-3
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Air Conditioning and Ventilation Engineering
Trogisch, Achim/Reichel, Mario

Planning aids ventilation technology
Structural measures for prevention, elimination and repair
XX
The

manual describing basic ventilation knowledge in order to select the most effective and economical ventilation
system for a building project
XX
Illustration of physical and technical correlations of ventilation technology
XX
New: Updating of European standards, rules and regulations, in particular the set of rules and regulations of DIN EN 16798
XX
New Topics: Ventilation for industrial production facilities, air-only systems, design of an air conditioning system,
hybrid ventilation systems
XX
Current technical solutions and their evaluation
Target audience	Architects, engineers, planners technical building services, students
Fields of expertise	Building services engineering, ventilation and air conditioning,
technical building equipment, supply engineering

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Achim Trogisch taught technical building equipment at
the University of Applied Sciences (HTW) in Dresden for 15 years.
His many years of practical experience at the Institute for Ventilation
and Refrigeration (ILK) and at HL-Technik AG are incorporated in
this work.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Mario Reichel is Professor for Building Climate Technology / Integral Planning at the West Saxon University of Applied
Sciences in Zwickau.
The handbook provides architects, planners and engineers with the
necessary knowledge to select the most effective and at the same
time most economical ventilation system for a building project. The
volume provides insight into refrigeration technology, presents
modern solutions in ventilation technology and deals with aspects
that influence the economic efficiency of an HVAC system. The
seventh edition has been comprehensively updated and supplemented. For example, new European rules and regulations have been
incorporated and interpreted in the standards, and new calculation
examples have been developed. Current topics such as energy
inspection, Building Information Management (BIM) and fire protection are explained in more detail.
7th, revised and expanded edition 2021. 600 pages
€ 59.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-4885-3
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Repetitorium Indoor
Air Technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-3523-5
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Humid air – h,x diagram
Practical application and
working aids
ISBN 978-3-8007-3665-2

Acoustics in ventilation and
air conditioning technology
for technical building equipment
ISBN 978-3-8007-3979-0

Air Conditioning and Ventilation Engineering
Ebinger, Ingwer/Morgenstern, Jens

Air conditioning of rail vehicles
Basics, Concepts, Perspectives
XX
First

work on refrigeration and air conditioning technology in rail vehicles
of methods for the design of air-conditioning systems for rail vehicles based on the current state
of technology
XX
Including standards and regulations
XX
Explanation of load and power calculations as well as methods for calculating the annual energy demand
XX
Description of methods for heat and cold generation including their application and prospects for use in rail vehicles
XX
Suitable as a textbook, as a daily work tool and as a reference work
XX
Presentation

Target audience	Engineers, students
Fields of expertise	Automotive engineering, air conditioning technology, refrigeration technology,
mechanical engineering, rail transport technology

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Ingwer Ebinger teaches thermodynamics, vehicle air
conditioning, fluid mechanics and turbomachinery at the Hamburg
University of Applied Sciences. Previously, he worked as a lecturer
and in leading positions in industry.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jens Morgenstern teaches technical thermodynamics
at the Dresden University of Applied Sciences (HTW). Prior to that,
he was active in research and teaching at the HTW and other universities. Both authors have written numerous technical articles and
contributions to textbooks.
The new work teaches the methods for designing air-conditioning
systems for rail vehicles and for using them at the current state of
the art. Load and power calculations as well as methods for calculating the annual energy demand are explained in detail. This is
followed by a description of methods for heat and cold generation,
This versatile book is ideally suited for practitioners, students and as
a reference work.
2021. Approx. 280 pages
approx. € 54.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-4025-3
To be published in October 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Pocket book for ventilation
fitters and foremen
ISBN 978-3-8007-5072-6

Legionella risks in evaporative
cooling systems and cooling towers
Causes and prevention
ISBN 978-3-8007-4554-8

Basics of building automation
for air conditioning and
ventilation technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-3934-9
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Air Conditioning and Ventilation Engineering
Weißsieker, Horst (Ed.)

Project planning clean room
and cleanliness technology
Structural measures for prevention, elimination and repair
XX
Application

and cost-specific solution approaches for cleanroom projects
description of all phases of cleanroom projects
XX
Including the presentation of safety and sustainability aspects
XX
Detailed

Target audience	Chemical engineers, indoor air engineers
Fields of expertise	Air conditioning, ventilation technology

Dr. Horst Weißsieker is a state-sworn expert for cleanroom
technology. Previously, he held management positions in the
cleanroom sector.
From the planning to the construction and commissioning to
the operation of cleanroom systems, this book offers cost-specific
solution approaches for cleanroom projects. A special focus is
on the requirements of cleanroom technology on quality or
risk management as well as the safety and sustainability of cleanrooms.
2021. Approx. 360 pages
approx. € 49.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-4292-9
To be published in December 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Air Conditioning Technology
Manual – Volume 1
ISBN 978-3-8007-3636-2
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Air Conditioning Technology
Manual – Volume 2
ISBN 978-3-8007-4215-8

Air Conditioning Technology
Manual – Volume 3
ISBN 978-3-8007-3349-1

		

Refrigeration Engineering

Schädlich, Sylvia (Ed.)

Refrigeration and
air conditioning compendium
Basics and applications
XX
Compact

presentation of the fundamentals of refrigeration technology
application examples
XX
Topics: from refrigeration and air conditioning systems to refrigerants, control technology and building automation
XX
Consideration of relevant standards and regulations
XX
Detailed

Target audience	Trainees, engineers, installers, air-conditioning technicians, refrigeration engineers,
refrigeration fitters, students
Fields of expertise	Air conditioning, refrigeration

Prof. Dr. Sylvia Schädlich teaches thermodynamics and energy
efficiency at the Institute of Energy Systems and Energy Economics
at the Ruhr West University of Applied Sciences. She is editor and
author of numerous renowned publications and participated in the
development of relevant standards and regulations.
The work presents the fundamentals of refrigeration technology
in a compact form. The topics covered range from refrigeration/air
conditioning systems and refrigerants to control technology and
building automation. Relevant standards and regulations are taken
into account. The work is rounded off by a collection of frequently
required formulas, tables and diagrams.
2021. XII, 370 pages
€ 62.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5166-6
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Refrigeration and air
conditioning systems engineering
Textbook on industrial refrigeration
ISBN 978-3-8007-3553-2

Encyclopedia refrigeration
ISBN 978-3-8007-4552-4
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Refrigeration Engineering
Hense, Bertram/Baur, Martin

Mechatronics for refrigeration
Workbook for practice, education and training
XX
Practice-oriented

textbook for the refrigeration system installer trade
to the current training of mechatronics engineers for refrigeration technology
XX
Detailed explanation of the physical fundamentals and modes of operation of refrigeration systems
XX
Presentation of all tasks along the life cycle of refrigeration systems:
installation, maintenance, repair and overhaul
XX
Oriented

Target audience	Trainees, refrigeration engineers, refrigeration fitters,
mechatronics engineers for refrigeration technology, students
Fields of expertise	Refrigeration

Bertram Hense teaches prospective mechatronics engineers for refrigeration technology at the Bertolt-Brecht-Berufskolleg in Duisburg
and master refrigeration plant fitters at the HWK in Dortmund.
Martin Baur is a specialist teacher for refrigeration and air conditioning mechatronics at the Lindau Vocational School.
This book is aimed at prospective mechatronics engineers for refrigeration technology and is based on the current content of vocational
training. The activities along the life cycle of a refrigeration system
from installation and commissioning to repair and maintenance are
presented in detail. The technical fundamentals and components
of refrigeration systems are also described in a comprehensive and
practical manner. This makes the book an ideal companion for
trainees.
2021. Approx. 320 pages
€ 49.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5373-4
To be published in October 2021

Recommendations on the subject

The refrigeration plant construction
Volume 1:
Basic knowledge for mechatronics
engineers for refrigeration technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-4236-3
44

The refrigeration engineer
Volume 2:
Fundamentals of refrigeration
application
ISBN 978-3-8007-3556-3

		

Refrigeration Engineering

Seidel, Rolf/Noack, Hugo

The refrigeration engineer
Manual for practice
XX
Practice-oriented

standard work on refrigeration technology
revised and up to date with the latest technology
XX
Presentation of the procedures for installation, commissioning, repair and maintenance of refrigeration systems
XX
Description of the physical fundamentals, treatment of the components and parts of refrigeration systems
as well as explanation of how to carry out measurements and service work
XX
Thoroughly

Target audience	Trainees, refrigeration engineers, refrigeration fitters, mechatronics engineers
for refrigeration technology, students
Fields of expertise	Refrigeration

Rolf Seidel worked in the refrigeration industry for almost 40 years,
including a responsible position at Linde AG.
Hugo Noack (†) was head of the assembly department at Linde for
over 25 years.
This standard work on refrigeration technology, which has been
established for many years, should not be missing in any specialist
refrigeration company. Designed as a practice-oriented manual,
this “classic” supports the refrigeration engineer in his daily work.
The book contains all the important procedures for the installation,
commissioning, repair and maintenance of refrigeration systems and
answers complex questions of everyday professional life. Concisely
formulated notes highlight the essentials and provide a quick overview. A truly successful book! Thoroughly revised and up to date
with the latest technology, this handbook should not be missing in
any refrigeration company. A really successful book!
14th, updated edition 2020. 310 pages
€ 49.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-4281-3
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Carrying out energy inspections
of refrigeration systems
A guide according to
§12 EnEV 2014
ISBN 978-3-8007-4513-5

Efficient operation
of refrigeration plants
Energy saving, heat recovery,
waste heat utilization
ISBN 978-3-8007-3593-8
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Refrigeration Engineering
Planck, Erhard/Schmidt, Dieter

Refrigeration technology
in questions and answers
Workbook and exercise book with tasks and solutions
Volume 1: Basics
XX
Fundamentals

of refrigeration technology up to the journeyman‘s examination
all contents of the learning fields refrigeration and electrical engineering
XX
Presented in question and answer format with sample tasks and solutions
XX
The optimal preparation for the technical theoretical journeyman‘s examination part 1
XX
With

Target audience	Apprentices, journeymen, master craftsmen
Fields of expertise	Electrical engineering, air conditioning, refrigeration

Erhard Planck taught apprentices of the refrigeration system installer
trade in the subject of electrical/control engineering at the Bildungszentrum für Technik und Gestaltung (BZTG) of the city of Oldenburg.
Dieter Schmidt taught apprentices of the refrigeration system
installer trade at the vocational schools in Springe. He is a member
of the journeyman‘s examination committee of the refrigeration
system installer guild of Lower Saxony/Saxony-Anhalt and the author
and publisher of other textbooks and technical books.
Volume 1 of this two-volume standard work covers the fundamentals
to applications of refrigeration technology. The informative book
contains numerous sample exercises and solutions for each subject
area of refrigeration technology. The learning fields of electrical
engineering are deepened by means of circuit tasks. The book is a
useful aid in preparing for the specialist theoretical journeyman‘s
and master craftsman‘s examinations as well as for a general review
of the level of knowledge.
8th, updated and revised edition 2021. 355 pages. With download
€ 44.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5174-7
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Refrigeration basic course
ISBN 978-3-8007-4827-3
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Refrigeration expertise
An introduction for basic and advanced
training with tasks and solutions
ISBN 978-3-8007-4098-7

		

Refrigeration Engineering

Planck, Erhard/Schmidt, Dieter

Refrigeration technology
in questions and answers
Workbook and exercise book with tasks and solutions
Volume 2: Expertise
XX
Fundamentals

of refrigeration technology up to the journeyman's examination
all contents of the learning fields refrigeration and electrical engineering
XX
Presented in question and answer format with sample tasks and solutions
XX
The optimal preparation for the technical theoretical journeyman's examination part 2
XX
With

Target audience	Apprentices, journeymen, master craftsmen
Fields of expertise	Electrical engineering, refrigeration engineering, control engineering

Erhard Planck taught apprentices of the refrigeration system installer
trade in the subject of electrical/control engineering at the Bildungszentrum für Technik und Gestaltung (BZTG) of the city of Oldenburg.
Dieter Schmidt taught apprentices of the refrigeration system
installer trade at the vocational schools in Springe. He is a member
of the journeyman‘s examination committee of the refrigeration
system installer guild of Lower Saxony/Saxony-Anhalt and the author
and publisher of other textbooks and technical books.
The “Refrigeration Technology in Questions and Answers“ is an indispensable aid for technical and theoretical preparation for the
journeyman's and master craftsman‘s examination. It serves both to
deepen the material learned and to generally check one's own level
of knowledge. Volume 2 “Technical Knowledge” covers the material
from the intermediate examination to the journeyman‘s examination.
Based on the framework curriculum, the entire subject area of
refrigeration technology (refrigeration and electrical engineering)
is covered here in questions and answers, with sample exercises and
solutions. The book contains both simple, basic and more difficult
questions and tasks.
7th, updated and revised edition 2021. 389 pages. With download
€ 44.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5177-8
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

The Combi template system
Heating, refrigeration, air conditioning,
ventilation, solar, process, heat pump
and water technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-4546-3

CoolingBasics Check-up
ISBN 978-3-8007-4183-0
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Refrigeration Engineering
Schmidt, Dieter

Technical mathematics refrigeration
XX
Mathematical

fundamentals and calculations for refrigeration plant engineering
Consideration of HFO refrigerants, calculation of TEWI characteristic values
XX
Calculation examples and exercises with solutions
XX
Suitable for trainees and practitioners with and without previous knowledge (also for exam preparation)
XX
New:

Target audience	Trainees, career changers, students, retrainees
Fields of expertise	Refrigeration

Dieter Schmidt taught apprentices of the refrigeration system
installer trade at the vocational schools in Springe. He is a member of
the journeyman‘s examination board and the author and publisher
of other textbooks and technical books.
All prospective mechatronics engineers for refrigeration technology
are taught the mathematical principles for calculations in refrigeration plant engineering from the fields of mechanics, thermodynamics
and refrigeration plant engineering in a clear and easy-to-understand manner. Practical calculation examples clarify the interrelationships and the numerous exercises with integrated solutions consolidate
what has been learned. The book is designed for trainees and
practitioners alike and is ideally suited for self-study.
2nd, updated and revised edition 2021. 237 pages
€ 26.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5350-5
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Formulas, tables and diagrams
for refrigeration technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-4096-3
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Small collection of formulas
for refrigeration technology
ISBN 978-3-8007-3933-2

		

Refrigeration Engineering

Maurer, Thomas

Refrigeration for engineers
Manual for practice
XX
Textbook

for the introduction to the fundamentals of refrigeration technology
refrigeration machines and cooling processes to system components
and refrigerants to cooling load calculations and energetic and exergetic considerations
XX
Explanation of applications such as cold storage or cryogenic technology
XX
Ideally suited for students, for self-study and as a reference book for engineers
XX
From

Target audience	Engineers, students
Fields of expertise	Energy technology, air conditioning technology, refrigeration technology,
mechanical engineering, technical building equipment, heat engineering

Professor Maurer teaches refrigeration technology and vehicle air
conditioning at the Technical University of Central Hesse and is a
publicly appointed and sworn expert for refrigeration technology.
This textbook and reference work for students and engineers covers
the fundamentals of refrigeration in detail. Topics covered range
from the different types of chillers and cooling processes, to system
components and refrigerants, to cooling load calculations and energy
considerations. A separate chapter deals with solid-state-based
refrigeration. Practical applications such as cold storage, vehicle air
conditioning or cryogenic technology are clearly described in this
book.
2nd, updated and revised edition 2021. Approx. 600 pages
approx. € 43.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5240-9
To be published in August 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Pohlmann Pocketbook
of Refrigeration Technology
Fundamentals, applications,
working tables and regulations
ISBN 978-3-8007-4149-6

Project planning
of refrigeration plants
Calculation, design, examples
ISBN 978-3-8007-3496-2
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Refrigeration Engineering
Eckert, Michael/Kauffeld, Michael/Siegismund, Volker (Eds.)

Natural Refrigerants:
Applications and Practical Guidelines
XX
The

only technical book on natural refrigerants
of the conditions and legal requirements for the use of natural refrigerants
XX
Consideration of the economic and ecological aspects on the current state of the art
XX
Including examples of practical implementation
XX
Tables, pictures and diagrams facilitate understanding
XX
Description

Target audience	Refrigeration plant operators, heat pump operators, refrigeration plant manufacturers,
heat pump manufacturers, refrigeration plant constructors, refrigeration plant
Fields of expertise	Refrigerants, Refrigeration technology

Michael Eckert has been an entrepreneur in the field of commercial
and industrial refrigeration for more than 20 years. The refrigerant
ammonia and its use in commercial refrigeration have occupied him
since the beginning of his professional life.
Michael Kauffeld has been working in research and development
of refrigeration systems with natural refrigerants for more than
30 years. Since 2002, he is researching and teaching at Karlsruhe
University of Applied Sciences.
Volker Siegismund has been dealing with refrigeration technology
of natural refrigerants in professional practice, teaching and
research for over 20 years. Since 2016, he is teaching at the BadenWürttemberg Cooperative State University.
The only technical book to date on the subject of natural refrigerants systematically explains their properties and possible applications and compares them with each other. It presents the experiences and techniques from industrial plant engineering and transfers
them to commercial refrigeration applications. It also considers the
general conditions and legal requirements for the use of natural
refrigerants and the economic efficiency of refrigeration systems.
English edition
2021. Approx. 300 pages
approx. € 59.00
ISBN 978-3-8007-5330-7
To be published in October 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Refrigerating machine oils
ISBN 978-3-8007-3271-5
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Malfunctions in piping systems
of refrigeration plants
Identify and eliminate causes of damage
ISBN 978-3-8007-3434-4

		

Refrigeration Engineering

Hafner, Armin/Kauffeld, Michael

CO2 – R744 as refrigerant

Refrigeration systems and heat pumps with carbon dioxide
XX
The

only dedicated German-language technical book on the subject of CO2 as a refrigerant
properties and their significance for the operation of CO2 refrigeration systems
XX
Detailed process descriptions as well as possibilities for process optimization
XX
With application examples for CO2 refrigeration systems
XX
Refrigeration

Target audience	Refrigeration plant operators, heat pump operators, refrigeration plant manufacturers,
heat pump manufacturers, refrigeration plant constructors, refrigeration
mechatronics engineers, refrigeration plant planners, air conditioning technology
students, refrigeration technology students, heat pump technology students
Fields of expertise	Refrigerant, Refrigeration

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Armin Hafner has been involved in the further development of CO2 refrigeration systems since 1995. At the Norwegian
University of Technology and Science (NTNU) in Trondheim, Professor
Hafner has been teaching refrigeration technology since 2016.
Michael Kauffeld has been working in the field of research and development of refrigeration systems using natural refrigerants for more
than 30 years. He has been researching and teaching at Karlsruhe
University of Applied Sciences since 2002.
This book focuses on the use of carbon dioxide (CO2) as an environmentally friendly refrigerant. As the only German-language technical
book on this subject, it is dedicated to the refrigeration properties of
this chemical compound, also known as R744, and describes possible
process designs as well as methods for process optimization.
Numerous examples of CO2 refrigeration systems illustrate possible
applications in practice. This compact book looks at one aspect of
the work “Natural Refrigerants”, which provides a general overview
of the subject and is also published by VDE VERLAG.
2022. Approx. 120 pages
approx. € 29.80
ISBN 978-3-8007-5398-7
To be published in March 2022

Recommendations on the subject

Digitization of compressors,
pumps and fans
ISBN 978-3-8007-4796-2

The new cold store and freezer
A sustainable and energy-efficient
concept for planning, construction
and operation
ISBN 978-3-8007-4384-1
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Geoinformation – GIS
Tappert, Werner

Geomarketing in practice
Basics – Possible applications – Benefits
XX
The

guide for the introduction of geomarketing in practice!
necessary basic knowledge is conveyed, in order to use geomarketing successfully
XX
With many examples to develop and implement your own application ideas
XX
Written by practitioners for practitioners
XX
The

Target audience	Controller, Marketing Manager, Sales Manager
Fields of expertise	Business administration, geoinformatics, geomarketing,
marketing, sales, business informatics, industrial engineering

Dipl.-lnform. Werner Tappert is a freelance lecturer for geomarketing.
This book provides the basic knowledge necessary to understand
and successfully use geomarketing. It describes the structure of a
geomarketing system with its elements: Digital maps, market data,
company data and software and explains typical procedures and
methods. IT-technical, organizational and legal issues are highlighted.
Numerous “best practice” examples from a wide range of industries
in Germany, Austria and Switzerland show how marketing and sales
can be successfully optimized with geomarketing. The numerous
examples support the reader in developing and successfully implementing their own application ideas.
2nd, newly revised and expanded edition 2021. 204 pages
€ 52.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-686-4
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Handbook Geomarketing
Understanding markets and target
groups: Local. Global. Digital.
ISBN 978-3-87907-653-6
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Online maps in focus
Practice-oriented development
and implementation
ISBN 978-3-87907-589-8

Visualizing geospatial data
with SVG on the web
Volume 1:
Scalable Vector Graphics – Introduction,
client-side interactions and dynamics
ISBN 978-3-87907-431-0

		

Geoinformation – GIS

Kauer, Josef/Lehmkühler, Hardy/Steinmann, Rasso (Eds.)

BIM & GIS
Basics, synergies and best practice examples
XX
Description

of the basics of Building Information Modeling (BIM) and Geoinformation Systems (GIS)
of the symbiosis of BIM and GIS and achieved synergies from both worlds
XX
With international and national best practice examples!
XX
Presentation

Target audience	Practitioners, students, scientists
Fields of expertise	Architecture, civil engineering, geodesy, geoinformatics, geosciences, urban planning

Dr. Josef Kauer is founder and managing director of Real Digital.
Prof. Dr. Hardy Lehmkühler teaches geoinformatics and information
logistics at the Stuttgart University of Applied Sciences.
Prof. Rasso Steinmann represents the field of construction informatics
at the University of Applied Sciences Munich.
Both BIM (Building Information Modeling) and GIS (Geoinformation
Systems) describe the spatial world surrounding us in digital form.
Modern IT now enables the symbiosis of both worlds for the first
time, with sometimes astonishing effects. This book introduces the
basics of both GIS and BIM and shows how better decisions can
be achieved through the combined use of both worlds. With international and national best practice examples!
2021. Approx. 180 pages
approx. € 32.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-674-1
To be published in September 2021

Recommendations on the subject

Geo-IT in Mobility and Transport
Geoinformatics as a basis for
modern traffic planning and
mobility management
ISBN 978-3-87907-682-6

3D City Models
Concepts and applications
with CityGML
ISBN 978-3-87907-590-4

Real estate appraisal taking
into account demographic
influences
A methodology from practice
for practice
53
ISBN 978-3-87907-544-7

Geoinformation – GIS
Fischer-Stabel, Peter (Ed.)

Environmental Information System
Basics of applied geoinformatics/geo-IT
XX
Interdisciplinary

textbook on the design and development of environmental information systems
revised new edition
XX
New topics: Smart metering, local remote sensing, augmented and virtual reality,
machine learning and AI, and many more
XX
Consideration of the EU directive on access to environmental information and the expansion
of the information claim against (environmental) administrations
XX
In-depth study of the individual topics is possible thanks to numerous references to literature and sources
XX
Completely

Target audience	Practitioners, students
Fields of expertise	Geoinformation, geosciences, GIS, informatics, planning and environmental sector

Prof. Dr. Peter Fischer-Stabel is a professor in the Department of
Environmental Planning/Technology at the Environmental Campus
Birkenfeld of Trier University.
Today, environmental information systems (EIS) are important tools
for ensuring rapid and qualified action in the face of growing demands in the environmental sector. In addition to the fundamental
issues involved in developing and operating such systems, this book
covers numerous digital topics ranging from smart metering to
augmented reality to machine learning. The result is an interdisciplinary textbook on the design and development of environmental
information systems that provides students and practitioners with
sound background knowledge.
3rd, completely revised and expanded edition 2021. 400 pages
€ 48.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-700-7
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Fundamentals of
geo-information systems
ISBN 978-3-87907-607-9
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Geodatabase systems
in theory and practice
Introduction to object-relational
geodatabases with special consideration
of Oracle Spatial
ISBN 978-3-87907-513-3

Strategic GIS Management
ISBN 978-3-87907-534-8

		

Geoinformation – GIS

GI Geoinformatik GmbH (Ed.)

ArcGIS Pro
The German-language manual including introduction to ArcGIS Online
XX
The

only German-language manual for ArcGIS Pro
Update of the manual to the new software version 2.6/2.7 with significantly extended functionality
XX
Dedicated chapters on data analysis, tasks, ModelBuilder, sharing data and ArcGIS Online
XX
Introduction to scripting in ArcGIS Pro (Python, ArcPy and Arcade)
XX
Introduction to the ArcGIS extensions 3D Analyst, Spatial Analyst and GISconnector for Excel
XX
With tips for performance optimization and best-practice workflows
XX
New:

Target audience	Practitioners, students, scientists
Fields of expertise	Civil engineering, geodesy/surveying, geoinformatics/GIS,
geosciences, planning and environmental sector

GI Geoinformatik has been offering a complete range of services for
spatial data processing since 1994. The spectrum of services ranges
from trade with ArcGIS software, programming, training and support
to GIS data acquisition and analysis to mobile GNSS/GIS solutions
and app developments.
The only German-language reference book on ArcGIS Pro offers a
comprehensive overview of the functionalities of the current software version 2.6/2.7. Separate chapters are dedicated to the topics
of data analysis, tasks, ModelBuilder and ArcGIS Online. The book
introduces scripting with the software (Python, ArcPy and Arcade)
and also provides many tips for experienced users, e.g. for increasing performance, and best-practice workflows.
2nd, newly revised and expanded edition 2021. 668 pages
€ 80.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-709-0
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

ArcGIS 10.8
The German-language manual for
ArcGIS Desktop Basic and Standard
including introduction to ArcGIS Online
ISBN 978-3-87907-696-3

ArcGIS for Desktop – Basic 10
Volume 1:
Application-oriented basics
for beginners
ISBN 978-3-87907-540-9

ArcGIS for Desktop – Basic 10
Volume 1:
Application-related ArcGIS
geoprocessing
ISBN 978-3-87907-541-6
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Geoinformation – GIS
Flacke, Werner/Dietrich, Mareike/Griwodz, Uta/Thomsen, Birgit

Coordinate systems in ArcGIS Pro
Practice of transformations and projections
XX
Expert

knowledge for GIS users on the use of common coordinate systems
and their reference systems in ArcGIS Pro
XX
Focus on purpose and execution of reference system and mapping changes
XX
New: two chapters specifically on the topic of reference system changes to ETRS89/UTM
XX
Contains answers to frequently asked questions, tips and tricks from practice
and numerous calculation examples
Target audience	GIS users, GIS experts, programmers
Fields of expertise	Geoinformatics, GIS

Dr. Werner Flacke (†) worked for many years as a software developer
and project manager at Esri Geoinformatik GmbH.
M. Eng. Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Mareike Dietrich works at the Landesamt für
Geoinformation und Landesvermessung Niedersachsen – Landesvermessung und Geobasisinformation – and is employed there in the
GDI-NI coordination office.
M. Eng. Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Uta Griwodz is head of the GIS and application
development teams at items GmbH.
Dipl.-Ing. Birgit Thomsen works at the office of the River Basin
Community Weser in the area of data management and GIS.
The only German-language book on the handling of coordinate
systems in ArcGIS pro is suitable for beginners and advanced users
alike. In addition to theoretical background knowledge on the
coordinate systems commonly used in German-speaking countries
and their reference systems, it contains five practical chapters. In
these chapters, user-defined adjustments and frequently asked
questions from the field are discussed, and tips, tricks and calculation examples are provided. Two separate chapters are devoted to
the change of reference system to ETRS89/UTM.
4th, newly revised edition 2021. Approx. 380 pages
approx. € 72.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-713-7
To be published in September 2021

Recommendations on the subject

ArcGIS Geoprocessing
Creating geoprocesses with
ModelBuilder and Python
ISBN 978-3-87907-619-2
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Python with ArcGIS
Getting started with the automation
of geoprocessing in ArcGIS
ISBN 978-3-87907-592-8

ArcGIS Spatial Analyst
Geoprocessing with raster data
ISBN 978-3-87907-542-3

		

Geoinformation – GIS

con terra GmbH (Ed.)

Data integration with FME
The German language FME manual for beginners and users
XX
Systematic

introduction to the FME platform consisting of FME Desktop, FME Server and FME Cloud
of the possibilities that FME offers for the integration of spatial,
often complex data structures from various sources
XX
Special focus on automation of data processes and application integration
XX
With numerous application examples from practical work
XX
Understandable basic knowledge for beginners and tips and tricks for more experienced FME users
XX
Presentation

Target audience	Practitioner, software user
Fields of expertise	Geoinformation, GIS

con terra, based in Münster, stands for forward-looking geo-IT solutions and innovative products. As a company of the Esri Deutschland
Group, con terra relies on the ArcGIS system and supplements it with
other products and technologies as required. The technical focus
is on the markets of insurance, natural-environmental resources,
telecommunications, e-government and real estate as well as on the
topics of spatial data infrastructures and the modeling and transformation of spatial data.
The FME Platform is a software solution that enables the integration
of spatial data with often complex structures and from different
sources. This manual shows the manifold possibilities of the platform
consisting of FME Desktop, FME Server and FME Cloud. A focus is
placed on the topics of automation of data processes and application
integration. The book offers beginners easy-to-understand basic
knowledge of the software and serves experienced users as a clear
reference work with many practical tips and tricks.
2021. Approx. 580 pages
approx. € 76.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-711-3
To be published in November 2021

Recommendations on the subject

FME Desktop
The German language manual
for beginners and users
ISBN 978-3-87907-648-2

Web GIS
Basics, applications and
implementation examples
ISBN 978-3-87907-631-4

Simple Features
Practical standards for simple
geoobjects in databases and GIS
ISBN 978-3-87907-524-9
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Geoinformation – GIS
Kummer, Klaus/Kötter, Theo/Kutterer, Hansjörg/Ostrau, Stefan (Eds.)

The German Surveying and
Geoinformation System 2020
Thematic priorities 2020: Social responsibility and institutional structure, fields
of activity and impact, technical networks and transfer, research and teaching
XX
The

scientific bracket for the fields of surveying and geoinformation - completely revised and expanded!
summary of the individual specialist topics
XX
With new chapters on earth observation and the digital agenda
XX
Main topics 2020: Social responsibility and institutional structure, fields of activity and impact,
technical networks and transfer, research and teaching
XX
Unique

Target audience	Practitioners, students, scientists
Fields of expertise	Civil engineering, business administration, forestry, geodata, geoinformation,
geosciences, GIS, cartography, landscape planning, agriculture, marketing,
urban planning, environmental sciences, surveying, administrative sciences

Ministerialdirigent Professor Dr.-Ing. Klaus Kummer FRICS is head
of the department “Geoinformation and Land Development” in the
Ministry of Land Development and Transport of Saxony-Anhalt.
Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. habil. Theo Kötter is professor for urban development and land use planning at the Institute for Geodesy and Geoinformation at the University of Bonn.
Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Hansjörg Kutterer is Professor of Geodetic Earth
System Science at the Geodetic Institute of the Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology.
Dr.-Ing. Stefan Ostrau MRICS is head of the real estate cadastre, geoinformation and real estate valuation departments at the district of
Lippe.
The yearbook forms a bracket for the fields of geodesy, geoinformation and land management and offers in this form a unique
summary of the individual specialist topics that were not previously
to be found in a complete work. The 2020 edition is a complete
renewal.
2020. 1.280 pages
€ 159.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-676-5
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Engineering Geodesy Manual
Fundamentals
ISBN 978-3-87907-504-1
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Engineering Geodesy Manual
Civil Engineering
ISBN 978-3-87907-593-5

Engineering Geodesy Manual
Evaluation of geodetic
monitoring measurements
ISBN 978-3-87907-467-9

Geodesy
Witte, Bertold/Sparla, Peter/Blankenbach, Jörg

Surveying for Civil Engineering with
Fundamentals of Building Information
Modeling (BIM) and Statistics
XX
The

standard work - clearly structured and easy to understand!
fields of surveying - from land surveying to engineering geodesy
XX
Content focus on the surveying tasks involved in the construction of structures
XX
New content: Building Information Modeling (BIM), Geographic Information Systems (GIS),
field verification procedures for total stations and GNSS receivers, etc.
XX
With numerous examples for independent consolidation
XX
All

Target audience	Practitioners, students
Fields of expertise	Architecture, Civil Engineering, Geodesy/Surveying, Geography, Earth Science

Prof. em. Dr.-Ing. Bertold Witte was a professor in the Department
of Geodesy at the University of Bonn, where he established a
calibration laboratory for geodetic instruments.
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Sparla has been Professor of Mathematics and
Surveying at Aachen University of Applied Sciences since 2007.
Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jörg Blankenbach has been head of the Geodetic
Institute at RWTH Aachen University since 2012 and holds the Chair
of Construction Informatics and Geoinformation Systems.
This standard work for students and practitioners of surveying and
civil engineering, architecture, geography and the other geosciences
is characterized by a clear structure, the clear and easy-to-understand presentation of the extensive material and the many instructive
illustrations. Numerous examples allow the independent implementation of the teaching content.
9th, newly revised and expanded edition 2020. XVI, 770 pages
€ 36.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-657-4
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Surveying for the planning,
construction and environmental
sectors
ISBN 978-3-87907-650-5

Statistics in Geodesy,
Geoinformation and Civil
Engineering
ISBN 978-3-87907-512-6

Cadastral ABC
ISBN 978-3-87907-408-2
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Geodesy
Jäger, Reiner/Müller, Tilman/Saler, Heinz

Classic and robust balancing methods
A guide for education and practice of geodesists and geoinformaticians
XX
Textbook

on classical and robust compensation methods
the basics of matrix calculus, statistics and error theory to the classification of the statistical properties
of robust and non-robust estimators
XX
New content: Compensation models for GNSS/MEMS sensors as well as for camera-based navigation
XX
Including practical examples
XX
With compensation software
XX
From

Target audience	Practitioners, students, scientists
Fields of expertise	Construction, Geodesy/Surveying, Geoinformatics/GIS, Mechanical Engineering

Prof. Dr.-Ing. Reiner Jäger, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Tilman Müller and
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Heinz Saler are professors at the Faculty of Information Management and Media at Karlsruhe University of Applied
Sciences.
This textbook is intended for engineers in the surveying, GIS, civil
and mechanical engineering fields, both those who are studying
and those who want to refresh their knowledge. However, the
book also provides a valuable addition to the knowledge of anyone
involved in the analysis of measurement data. The book, which is
equipped with numerous application examples, provides a balancing
software.
2nd, newly revised and expanded edition 2021. Approx. 416 pages
approx. € 54.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-615-4
To be published in October 2021

Recommendations on the subject
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Surveying and positioning
with satellites
Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) and other satellitebased navigation systems
ISBN 978-3-87907-634-5

Electronic distance and
direction measurement
and their integration into
current positioning methods
ISBN 978-3-87907-443-3

Precision Farming –
Smart Farming – Digital Farming
Basics and fields of application
ISBN 978-3-87907-645-1

Photogrammetry – Remote Sensing
Wiggenhagen, Manfred/Steensen, Torge

Guide for Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing
XX
The

classic in the field of photogrammetry and remote sensing
revised and expanded
XX
With numerous illustrations, formulas, tables and short texts
XX
Everything bilingual: German and English
XX
The ideal reference book for students, scientists and practitioners – With new chapters
XX
Completely

Target audience	Students, scientists
Fields of expertise	Architecture, archaeology, civil engineering, geodesy/surveying, geoinformation/GIS,
geosciences, agriculture and forestry, mechanical and plant engineering, photogrammetry/
remote sensing, urban and landscape planning

Dr.-Ing. Manfred Wiggenhagen is academic director at the Institute
for Photogrammetry and Geoinformation at the University of
Hannover.
Dr. Torge Steensen is a test engineer at Continental AG.
This work is a classic in the field of photogrammetry and remote
sensing. With its numerous illustrations, formulas, tables and short
texts – all bilingual: German and English – this book is the ideal
reference work for students, scientists and practitioners. The 6th
edition has been newly edited and expanded. Newly included are
questions for in-depth study in the individual application chapters
(photogrammetry and remote sensing) as well as the corresponding
solutions. Also new is a chapter on programming in Python including
examples for the respective topics.
6th, newly revised and expanded edition 2021. 360 pages
€ 48.00
ISBN 978-3-87907-678-9
Already published

Recommendations on the subject

Digital Image Processing
and Geoinformation
Data fusion under geometric,
physical and semantic aspects
ISBN 978-3-87907-638-3

Close Range Photogrammetry
Basics – Methods – Examples
ISBN 978-3-87907-640-6

Image-based 3D Modeling
From digital image to 3D printing
ISBN 978-3-87907-613-0
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